Sept. 2 – 12, 2015
Full Price $3,295*
Special Savings $2,995*
$3,445* $3,150 $3,895*

LUXURIOUS LIVING AT ITS FINEST

**INCLUDED FEATURES**

**ACCOMMODATIONS**
- **I**ncludes a Paris hotel, the 4-star Hôtel Plaza bijou. B.$.
- **S**pecialties include Paris and the Loire Valley.

**MEALS**
- **I**ncludes all meals and drinks, including breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
- **P**remium wines, spirits and cocktails are served during dinner. 

**TRANSPORTATION**
- **I**ncludes transportation to and from international airports and within France, 
- **P**assenger service on all flights.

**CANCELLATION POLICY**
- **I**ncludes a full refund of all payments except a $250 administrative fee if canceled prior to Feb. 28, 2015. 
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**OK TO USE IMAGES AND AUDIO RECORDINGS**

**ADDITIONAL FEE**
- **I**ncludes a $200 supplemental ground fee for participants who require an additional or oversized/overweight piece of luggage.
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**ANCILLARY FEES**
- **I**ncludes all ancillary fees associated with participation in the program, including but not limited to airline and ground transportation
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA TRANSPORTATION**
- **I**ncludes all river and rail transportation within France.
- **P**assenger service on all river and rail journeys.

**UNLIA ACCOMMODATIONS**
- **I**ncludes all accommodations within France.
- **P**assenger service on all accommodations.

**UNLIA MEALS**
- **I**ncludes all meals and drinks within France.
- **P**assenger service on all meals and drinks.

**EXPERIENCE PARIS LIKE A LOCAL**

**SPECIAL SAVINGS**
- **I**ncludes $250 off the full price of the program. 
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA DAILY ITINERARY**
- **I**ncludes daily itineraries for each day of the program. 
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA ESCORTED TOURS**
- **I**ncludes escorted tours taken place throughout your stay.
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA GUIDED WALKS**
- **I**ncludes guided walks taken place throughout your stay.
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA TRAVEL DIRECTIONS**
- **I**ncludes travel directions taken place throughout your stay.
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA LOCALS**
- **I**ncludes locals taken place throughout your stay.
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA CUSTOMIALS**
- **I**ncludes customials taken place throughout your stay.
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA LOCAL CUISINES**
- **I**ncludes local cuisines taken place throughout your stay.
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA LOCAL VENUES**
- **I**ncludes local venues taken place throughout your stay.
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA LOCAL ACTIVITIES**
- **I**ncludes local activities taken place throughout your stay.
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA LOCAL EXPERIENCES**
- **I**ncludes local experiences taken place throughout your stay.
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA LOCAL SIGHTS**
- **I**ncludes local sights taken place throughout your stay.
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.

**UNLIA LOCAL PEOPLE**
- **I**ncludes local people taken place throughout your stay.
- **P**articipating airlines and their agents are not responsible for any act, omission or commission committed by them.
navigating some of the world’s greatest art collections to and gardens of Versailles; and the ancient port city of
warmth down cobblestone lanes. We will spread our wings and see treasures, unparalleled cuisine and century
• Venture beyond Paris
• Bypass long entrance times
• Make Paris your own while exploring on your own. Travelers
• Enjoy 10 nights of apartment-style living.

HIghLIGHts
• Local Flavor:
• Learn about French culture during four days of Paris’ history and
• Independent Exploration:
• Paris like a Local
• 10 nights of accommodated Parisian living. The Adagio Paris Bercy Village features 142
• Independently explore the Latin Quarter.
• Enjoy a dinner at an intimate neighborhood restaurant.
• Take a break for lunch at a Parisian bistro.
• Enjoy dinner at one of the city’s many excellent restaurants.
• Enjoy a guided tour of the Eiffel Tower. Seek out live jazz at low-key, lamp-lit
• Independently explore France’s famed vineyards.
• Enjoy a walking tour of the Bercy neighborhood.
• Enjoy a visit to the Saint-Émilion Metro station.
• Enjoy a walking tour of the Bercy neighborhood.
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• Enjoy a guided tour of the Eiffel Tower.
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Dear UCLA Alumni and Friends,

Embrace Paris like never before during this 10-night adventure in the city of lights. This tour offers the chance to see Paris from a different perspective, with a focus on independent exploration and personalized experiences. Whether you're a first-time visitor or a returning traveler, you'll discover the city's hidden gems and iconic landmarks in a unique way.

**LUXURY GROUP ACCOMMODATIONS**

- **Up to 2** participants per apartment with a mix of Studios and One-Bedroom Apartments available for your comfort.
- **Limited availability** for single accommodations at an additional cost.

**INCLUDED FEATURES**

- Comprehensive pre-departure information
- Experienced Passenger Service Representatives
- Deluxe motor coach transfers throughout your stay
- Extensive meal program, including wine and cheese
- Local, to expertly guided neighborhood walking tours
- Preferred entrance to popular sites and attractions

**EXPERIENCE PARIS LIKE A LOCAL**

- **One-Bedroom Apartment**
  - Discover the wonders of Versailles
  - Stroll through Le Marais
  - Journey to Rouen, capital of Normandy

- **Studio**
  - In-depth tour of the Louvre
  - Visit to the Luxembourg Gardens
  - TGV train rides

- **Day 1**
  - Depart Gateway City

- **Day 2**
  - Arrive in Paris, France

- **Day 3**
  - Guided tour of the Mouffetard neighborhood

- **Day 4**
  - The Cite island

- **Day 5**
  - Parisian market

- **Day 6**
  - Exploring Paris

- **Day 7**
  - Visit to the Dukes gardens

- **Day 8**
  - Visit to the Chateau de Versailles

- **Day 9**
  - Visit to the Chateau de Chantilly

- **Day 10**
  - Visit to the Chateau de Fontainebleau

- **Day 11**
  - Visit to the Chateau de Cheverny

- **Day 12**
  - Depart Paris, France

**FOR MORE INFORMATION**

- **Phone:** 310-206-0613
- **Fax:** 310-209-4271
- **Attn:** Alumni Travel
- **Address:** 4135 West正式街, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397

Visit our website at travel.alumni.ucla.edu for the most current information.

** شأن بالموضوع**

- **A Moveable Feast,** 1964
- **James Agee,** 1950
- **Thomas Jefferson,** 1950
- **Tessé,** "The Papers of a street artist"

**NOTE**

- **Departure City:** Los Angeles, CA
- **Departure Date:** Sept. 22, 2015
- **Return Date:** Sept. 2, 2015
- **Location:** Paris, France
- **Price:** $3,895*
- **Included Activities:**
  - In-depth tours of Parisian neighborhoods
  - Access to popular attractions
- **Not Included:**
  - Personal expenses
  - Airport transfers

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS**

- **Full payment is due July 22, 2015.**
- **Reservations received after June 18, 2015, must be accompanied by payment in full.**
- **Final payment may be made by personal check, MasterCard, Visa or ACH.**
- **Reservation cancellation fees apply after June 18, 2015.**
- **A single supplement is $995 for the Studio and $1,495 for the One-Bedroom Apartment.**

- **AHI FlexAir**
  - Depart from Paris, France, to depart from:
  - **Sept. 2 - 12, 2015:**
    - One-Bedroom Apartment
    - **Price:** $3,895*

**LET US HELP YOU PLAN YOUR TRIP**

- **Family and Friends:**
  - **Phone:** 310-206-0613
  - **Email:** travel.alumni.ucla.edu

**IN PERSON:**

- **UCLA Alumni Travel Program Office:**
  - **Location:** UCLA Alumni Services Office
  - **Hours:** Monday - Friday, 8:30 AM - 4:30 PM

**ONLINE:**

- **Travel行业发展 Program:**
  - **Website:** travel.alumni.ucla.edu
  - **Phone:** 310-206-0613
  - **Fax:** 310-209-4271

**Call us today to book your trip!**

**Thank you for choosing UCLA Alumni Travel as your preferred travel partner.**

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Director, Alumni Travel

**Legal Terms:**

- **All information is subject to change by the carrier without notice.**
- **Excess baggage charges for pre-departure information. Baggage allowances are subject to change by the carrier without notice.**
- **A single supplement is $995 for the Studio and $1,495 for the One-Bedroom Apartment.**
- **AHI FlexAir**
  - Depart from Paris, France, to depart from:
  - **Sept. 2 - 12, 2015:**
    - One-Bedroom Apartment
    - **Price:** $3,895*
navigating some of the world's greatest art collections to heart down cobblestone lanes. We will spread our wings in a Paris apartment located in the beautiful neighborhood of Paris and its environs from a native's point of view. Travel by high-speed train and see France's famed treasures, unparalleled cuisine and century-old culture. Enjoy the beauty of the countryside, quaint villages, cluttered neighborhoods, crowds and you'll be in the thick of it.

HIghlIgHTs

Paris, Banks of the Seine; the Cathedral of Notre-Dame. Paris, Banks of the Seine; the Cathedral of Notre-Dame

Day Six

Independent Exploration: License to Blend. Dijon

Dijon, the capital of Burgundy, is a short trip out of the city, the baroque chateau of Fontainebleau where the Treaty of Versailles was signed. Just up the road from Fontainebleau, the Nuits-Saint-Georges vineyards are part of France's UNESCO wine region. The village is your home away from home.

Lecture:

Local Flavor: The French Revolution.

Breakfast at a neighborhood bistro where French couples sip their morning coffee and enjoy a gelato as you stroll through the Jardin des Tuileries or sneak away to Palais-Royal, one of Paris' most romantic gardens.

Day Seven

Independent Exploration: Unique Treasures. Rouen

Day Eight

Excursion: The Seine and World War II. Paris

Day Nine

Day Ten

Day One

Depart for Paris, France.

In Transit

Musée d'Orsay on the Seine

Day Four

Excursion: The Seine. Paris

Day Three

Independent Exploration: Stroll, sip and savor.

Local Flavor: Eat like a local and enjoy the fresh, oven-fresh baguette and cheeses from a neighborhood boulangerie. Afternoon lecture on the history of Bercy Village and its role in France's wine industry.

Local Flavor: Eat like a local and enjoy the fresh, oven-fresh baguette and cheeses from a neighborhood boulangerie. Afternoon lecture on the history of Bercy Village and its role in France's wine industry.

Local Flavor: Eat like a local and enjoy the fresh, oven-fresh baguette and cheeses from a neighborhood boulangerie. Afternoon lecture on the history of Bercy Village and its role in France's wine industry.

Local Flavor: Eat like a local and enjoy the fresh, oven-fresh baguette and cheeses from a neighborhood boulangerie. Afternoon lecture on the history of Bercy Village and its role in France's wine industry.

Local Flavor: Eat like a local and enjoy the fresh, oven-fresh baguette and cheeses from a neighborhood boulangerie. Afternoon lecture on the history of Bercy Village and its role in France's wine industry.
Navigating some of the world’s greatest art collections to guides will help us make the most of every moment, from and visit Dijon, the ancient capital of Burgundy; the palace macarons, browse French antique stores and follow your and still have time to linger in leafy courtyards, nibble airy Cruise the Seine, smell the roses in the Tuileries Gardens of Bercy Village, just minutes by Metro from the city center. to a Paris apartment located in the beautiful neighborhood that showcases Paris and provincial France. Spend 10 nights Metro and TGV rail as you immerse yourself in a program Paris and its environs from a native’s point of view. Travel by hills and uneven terrain. quickly and navigate stairs, should be physically fit, able to explore on your own. Travelers moderately paced with a good are

**PROGRAM OVERVIEW**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day One</th>
<th>In Transit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>Bercy Village, located in the Bercy Village near the Seine and Notre-Dame Cathedral.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Excursion:</strong></td>
<td>Lunch on Île Saint-Louis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lecture:</strong></td>
<td><em>The Treasures of D’Orsay.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Day Two**

**Independent Exploration:** Visit the Musée d’Orsay on the Seine. | *Famous Musée d’Orsay showcases French art from Berthillon, followed by a pleasant stroll or find the gemlike Sainte Chapelle and be.**

**Independent Exploration:** Take a break for lunch at a or lie in the gardens behind Les Invalides or the elegant Place des Vosges. **Lecture:** *The Treasures of D’Orsay.*

**Day Five**

**Independent Exploration:** Enjoy some time at leisure before returning to Paris. | *Explore the Bercy neighborhood.**

**Independent Exploration:** Relish the impressionist masterpieces at revere the impressionist masterpieces at the famous Musée d’Orsay showcases French art and Reims. | *Enjoy some time at leisure before returning to Paris.**

**Day Six** | *Explore the Bercy neighborhood.**

**Independent Exploration:** Visit the Musée d’Orsay on the Seine. | *Explore the Bercy neighborhood.**

**Day Eleven** | *Explore the Bercy neighborhood.**

**Independent Exploration:** Visit the Musée d’Orsay on the Seine. | *Explore the Bercy neighborhood.**

**Day Twelve**

**Independent Exploration:** Visit the Musée d’Orsay on the Seine. | *Explore the Bercy neighborhood.**

**Day Thirteen**

**Independent Exploration:** Visit the Musée d’Orsay on the Seine. | *Explore the Bercy neighborhood.**
Rouen, the capital of Normandy. Expert lectures and visits to the gardens of Versailles; and the ancient port city of Dijon, the ancient capital of Burgundy; the palace of Bercy Village, just minutes by Metro from the city center. Feel the charm of these historic cities as you explore on your own. Travelers will spread their wings to the Adagio Paris Bercy Village, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station. Upon arrival in Paris, transfer to the Adagio Paris Bercy Village. Enjoy easy access to Paris' landmarks from a number of metro stations, including Bercy, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station.

**Day One**

**Breakfast**

Lecture: Art | Architecture | Culture | Cuisine | Wine | History

**Tour: The Seine and Notre-Dame**

Stroll the neighborhood of Saint-Germain-des-Prés, known for its intimate quarters, chat with neighborhood artists, sip a gelato as you stroll through the Jardin des Plantes, then visit the Musée d'Orsay, housed in a former train station. Enjoy a Local Flavor: The Treasures of the Louvre. Independent Exploration: Discover the heart of Bercy Village. Enjoy a meal at a local café at the termini for two of France's national rail routes. Enjoy easy access to Paris' landmarks from a number of metro stations, including Bercy, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station.

**Day Two**

**Breakfast**

**Tour: Paris' Village-Like Soul**

Take a guided tour of historic Paris, only in 15 minutes by metro to the Marais, where picturesque streets are lined with traditional storied 17th and 18th-century houses. Explore the Marais, an area of warehouses turned into shops and restaurants and home to many of the city's traditional crafts. Enjoy a Local Flavor: The Old World Charm of Saint-Germain-des-Prés. Independent Exploration: Explore the heart of Montmartre with its quaint streets, picturesque apartment buildings and the most beautiful views of Paris. Enjoy a meal at a local café at the termini for two of France’s national rail routes. Enjoy easy access to Paris’ landmarks from a number of metro stations, including Bercy, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station.

**Day Three**

**Breakfast**

**Tour: Paris' Historic Past**

Start the day with a visit to the Panthéon, Paris' first square. Discover the story of its many greats and the grave of Victor Hugo. Visit the Catacombs, an eerie maze of halls and galleries below the streets of Paris. Enjoy a Local Flavor: The Art of the Dead. Independent Exploration: Enjoy a Layover in Paris, a short break before leaving Paris, to enjoy more museums or shopping. Visit the Saint Germain des Pres neighborhood for a glimpse of the French Revolution. Enjoy a meal at a local café at the termini for two of France’s national rail routes. Enjoy easy access to Paris’ landmarks from a number of metro stations, including Bercy, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station.

**Day Four**

**Breakfast**

**Tour: The Treasures of D'Orsay**

Learn about the French Renaissance. Learn about the French Revolution as you explore the heart of Montmartre. Enjoy a Layover in Paris, a short break before leaving Paris, to enjoy more museums or shopping. Visit the Saint Germain des Pres neighborhood for a glimpse of the French Revolution. Enjoy a meal at a local café at the termini for two of France’s national rail routes. Enjoy easy access to Paris’ landmarks from a number of metro stations, including Bercy, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station.

**Day Five**

**Breakfast**

**Tour: Versailles**

Spend time at leisure before returning to Paris. Travelers will spread their wings to the Adagio Paris Bercy Village, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station. Upon arrival in Paris, transfer to the Adagio Paris Bercy Village. Enjoy easy access to Paris' landmarks from a number of metro stations, including Bercy, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station.

**Day Six**

**Breakfast**

**Tour: Paris' First Square and the Marais**

Learn about the French Renaissance. Enjoy a Layover in Paris, a short break before leaving Paris, to enjoy more museums or shopping. Visit the Saint Germain des Pres neighborhood for a glimpse of the French Revolution. Enjoy a meal at a local café at the termini for two of France’s national rail routes. Enjoy easy access to Paris’ landmarks from a number of metro stations, including Bercy, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station.

**Day Seven**

**Breakfast**

**Tour: Paris' Historic Past**

Start the day with a visit to the Panthéon, Paris' first square. Discover the story of its many greats and the grave of Victor Hugo. Visit the Catacombs, an eerie maze of halls and galleries below the streets of Paris. Enjoy a Local Flavor: The Art of the Dead. Independent Exploration: Enjoy a Layover in Paris, a short break before leaving Paris, to enjoy more museums or shopping. Visit the Saint Germain des Pres neighborhood for a glimpse of the French Revolution. Enjoy a meal at a local café at the termini for two of France’s national rail routes. Enjoy easy access to Paris’ landmarks from a number of metro stations, including Bercy, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station.

**Day Eight**

**Breakfast**

**Tour: Paris' Historic Past**

Start the day with a visit to the Panthéon, Paris' first square. Discover the story of its many greats and the grave of Victor Hugo. Visit the Catacombs, an eerie maze of halls and galleries below the streets of Paris. Enjoy a Local Flavor: The Art of the Dead. Independent Exploration: Enjoy a Layover in Paris, a short break before leaving Paris, to enjoy more museums or shopping. Visit the Saint Germain des Pres neighborhood for a glimpse of the French Revolution. Enjoy a meal at a local café at the termini for two of France’s national rail routes. Enjoy easy access to Paris’ landmarks from a number of metro stations, including Bercy, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station.

**Day Nine**

**Breakfast**

**Tour: Paris' Historic Past**

Start the day with a visit to the Panthéon, Paris' first square. Discover the story of its many greats and the grave of Victor Hugo. Visit the Catacombs, an eerie maze of halls and galleries below the streets of Paris. Enjoy a Local Flavor: The Art of the Dead. Independent Exploration: Enjoy a Layover in Paris, a short break before leaving Paris, to enjoy more museums or shopping. Visit the Saint Germain des Pres neighborhood for a glimpse of the French Revolution. Enjoy a meal at a local café at the termini for two of France’s national rail routes. Enjoy easy access to Paris’ landmarks from a number of metro stations, including Bercy, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station.

**Day Ten**

**Breakfast**

**Tour: Paris' Historic Past**

Start the day with a visit to the Panthéon, Paris' first square. Discover the story of its many greats and the grave of Victor Hugo. Visit the Catacombs, an eerie maze of halls and galleries below the streets of Paris. Enjoy a Local Flavor: The Art of the Dead. Independent Exploration: Enjoy a Layover in Paris, a short break before leaving Paris, to enjoy more museums or shopping. Visit the Saint Germain des Pres neighborhood for a glimpse of the French Revolution. Enjoy a meal at a local café at the termini for two of France’s national rail routes. Enjoy easy access to Paris’ landmarks from a number of metro stations, including Bercy, located in the Bercy Village near the Saint-Emilion Metro station.
Walking history lessons about the French Revolution and visit Dijon, the ancient capital of Burgundy; the palace heart down cobblestone lanes. We will spread our wings of Bercy Village, just minutes by Metro from the city center. This area is home to the Paris National Opera, a premier cultural venue. The surrounding streets, squares, and parks comes together to form a haven of commerce and culture. Bercy Village, located in the Bercy Village near the Grand Canal des Ourcq, was once a bustling market. It has since been transformed into a vibrant neighborhood that features ethnic restaurants and boutiques. Today, Bercy Village is a hub for shopping and dining, offering a wide range of options for visitors. After exploring the area, you can enjoy some of the local cuisine, such as the classic French dishes like Coq au Vin or Bouillabaisse. You can also visit the nearby Musée d'Orsay, where you can admire some of the world's most famous paintings, including those by Monet, Degas, and Van Gogh. This day is yours to explore. Perhaps browse the art market in the Marais or visit the world-famous Louvre Museum. Enjoy a relaxing evening with a glass of wine and a moulin de cocktail at one of the many chic bars along the Seine. Local shopkeepers and vendors can make sure you find the perfect souvenir or gift to take home. Enjoy some downtime before returning to Paris.

**Day Three b | d**

Independent Exploration: Paris and World War II. While the story of World War II is a somber one, it is also a fascinating story of survival and resistance. Explore the sites of occupied Paris and learn about the experiences of the French people during this time. You will have the opportunity to visit some of the significant sites associated with the war, such as the liberation of Paris and the Battle of Normandy. This day is yours to explore. Perhaps take a guided tour of the Latin Quarter or visit the Musée de l’Orangerie. Enjoy a relaxing evening with a meal at one of the many excellent restaurants in Paris. This evening is yours to enjoy. Perhaps relax at a neighborhood bistro where French couples linger late into the evening. You can also visit the Les Invalides or the elegant Place des Vosges. A short walk from the hotel is the Palais Royal, a beautiful public garden filled with trees and fountains. Nearby, a noted Frank Gehry-designed film house shows classic French films. Enjoy some downtime before returning to Paris.

**Day Four b | d**

Independent Exploration: Paris Art | Architecture | Culture | Cuisine | Wine | History. This day is yours to explore. Perhaps take a guided tour of the Louvre Museum to see some of the world’s most famous paintings. You can also visit the Musée d’Orsay, where you can admire some of the world’s most famous paintings, including those by Manet, Monet, Renoir, Degas, Van Gogh, and Cézanne. Enjoy some downtime before returning to Paris.

**Day Five b | d**

Independent Exploration: Escapade to Mont St. Michel and Normandy. Leave Paris behind and embark on an excursion to the ancient town of Mont St. Michel. This picturesque island town is a UNESCO World Heritage site and is renowned for its magnificent abbey. Continue on to Rouen, the capital of Normandy, and the center of the French Renaissance. Enjoy some downtime before returning to Paris.

**Day Six b | d**

Independent Exploration: Paris and Wine. This day is yours to explore. Perhaps take a guided tour of the wineries in the Loire Valley or visit the beautiful vineyards of the Bordeaux region. Enjoy some downtime before returning to Paris.

**Day Seven b | d**

Independent Exploration: Paris and World War II. While the story of World War II is a somber one, it is also a fascinating story of survival and resistance. Explore the sites of occupied Paris and learn about the experiences of the French people during this time. You will have the opportunity to visit some of the significant sites associated with the war, such as the liberation of Paris and the Battle of Normandy. This day is yours to explore. Perhaps take a guided tour of the Latin Quarter or visit the Musée de l’Orangerie. Enjoy a relaxing evening with a meal at one of the many excellent restaurants in Paris. This evening is yours to enjoy. Perhaps relax at a neighborhood bistro where French couples linger late into the evening. You can also visit the Les Invalides or the elegant Place des Vosges. A short walk from the hotel is the Palais Royal, a beautiful public garden filled with trees and fountains. Nearby, a noted Frank Gehry-designed film house shows classic French films. Enjoy some downtime before returning to Paris.

**Day Nine b**

Independent Exploration: Paris Art | Architecture | Culture | Cuisine | Wine | History. This day is yours to explore. Perhaps take a guided tour of the Louvre Museum to see some of the world’s most famous paintings. You can also visit the Musée d’Orsay, where you can admire some of the world’s most famous paintings, including those by Manet, Monet, Renoir, Degas, Van Gogh, and Cézanne. Enjoy some downtime before returning to Paris.
more. walking history lessons about the French Revolution and navigating some of the world’s greatest art collections to the gardens of Versailles; and the ancient port city of
heart down cobblestone lanes. We will spread our wings and still have time to linger in leafy courtyards, nibble airy that showcases Paris and provincial France. Spend 10 nights in Paris and

In Transit
Upon arrival in Paris, transfer to the hotel and have some time to settle in. This evening, meet your group and enjoy a welcome dinner at a neighborhood bistro.

Day One b | d

Independent Exploration: Experience the atmosphere in an elegant upper class neighborhood. Stroll the Marais District, the quarter is filled with_t millennium of history can leave a rushed

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many modern restaurants.

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Visit Paris’ lively Saint-Germain-des-Prés and learn about Paris during the

Excursion: Rouen.

Day Ten b

Independent Exploration: Make the most of your free time exploring Paris. Feel the heart of France’s nucleus of Jewish life.

Excursion: Bourgogne.

Day Six b | l

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll along the Seine and Notre-Dame

Day Four b | d

Day Three b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many restaurants

Excursion: Saint-Emilion Metro station. The hotel is a short Metro ride from Gare de Lyon and Gare Saint-Lazare, the termini for two of France’s national rail routes. Enjoy easy access to Paris’ landmarks from

Top tips

Avoid the crowds: You’ll have time to live like a Parisian and relish

The Seine and Notre-Dame

Enjoy a leisurely cruise along the River Seine and visit the Cathedral of Notre-Dame, as well as the city’s most iconic landmark, the Eiffel Tower. The Eiffel Tower is included in this independent exploration, allowing you to climb to the second floor and enjoy stunning views of Paris.

Lecture:

Day Five b

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll the Marais District, the quarter is filled with its own unique character and charm. Explore the area’s narrow streets, charming squares, and hidden gems.

Excursion: Palace and Park of Versailles;

Day Two b | d

Lecture: The Louvre: A masterclass in art

Day Seven b

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll along the Seine and Notre-Dame

Day Eight b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many restaurants

Excursion: Palace and Park of Versailles;

Day Nine b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll the Marais District, the quarter is filled with its own unique character and charm. Explore the area’s narrow streets, charming squares, and hidden gems.

Lecture:

Day Ten b

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll along the Seine and Notre-Dame

Day Eleven b | l

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many restaurants

Excursion: Palace and Park of Versailles;

Day Twelve b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll the Marais District, the quarter is filled with its own unique character and charm. Explore the area’s narrow streets, charming squares, and hidden gems.

Lecture:

Day Thirteen b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll along the Seine and Notre-Dame

Day Fourteen b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many restaurants

Excursion: Palace and Park of Versailles;

Day Fifteen b | l

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll the Marais District, the quarter is filled with its own unique character and charm. Explore the area’s narrow streets, charming squares, and hidden gems.

Lecture:

Day Sixteen b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll along the Seine and Notre-Dame

Day Seventeen b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many restaurants

Excursion: Palace and Park of Versailles;

Day Eighteen b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll the Marais District, the quarter is filled with its own unique character and charm. Explore the area’s narrow streets, charming squares, and hidden gems.

Lecture:

Day Nineteen b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll along the Seine and Notre-Dame

Day Twenty b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many restaurants

Excursion: Palace and Park of Versailles;

Day Twenty-One b | l

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll the Marais District, the quarter is filled with its own unique character and charm. Explore the area’s narrow streets, charming squares, and hidden gems.

Lecture:

Day Twenty-Two b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll along the Seine and Notre-Dame

Day Twenty-Three b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many restaurants

Excursion: Palace and Park of Versailles;

Day Twenty-Four b | l

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll the Marais District, the quarter is filled with its own unique character and charm. Explore the area’s narrow streets, charming squares, and hidden gems.

Lecture:

Day Twenty-Five b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll along the Seine and Notre-Dame

Day Twenty-Six b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many restaurants

Excursion: Palace and Park of Versailles;

Day Twenty-Seven b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll the Marais District, the quarter is filled with its own unique character and charm. Explore the area’s narrow streets, charming squares, and hidden gems.

Lecture:

Day Twenty-Eight b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll along the Seine and Notre-Dame

Day Twenty-Nine b | l

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many restaurants

Excursion: Palace and Park of Versailles;

Day Thirty b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll the Marais District, the quarter is filled with its own unique character and charm. Explore the area’s narrow streets, charming squares, and hidden gems.

Lecture:

Day Thirty-One b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll along the Seine and Notre-Dame

Day Thirty-Two b | l

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many restaurants

Excursion: Palace and Park of Versailles;

Day Thirty-Three b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll the Marais District, the quarter is filled with its own unique character and charm. Explore the area’s narrow streets, charming squares, and hidden gems.

Lecture:

Day Thirty-Four b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll along the Seine and Notre-Dame

Day Thirty-Five b | l

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many restaurants

Excursion: Palace and Park of Versailles;

Day Thirty-Six b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll the Marais District, the quarter is filled with its own unique character and charm. Explore the area’s narrow streets, charming squares, and hidden gems.

Lecture:

Day Thirty-Seven b | d

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Stroll along the Seine and Notre-Dame

Day Thirty-Eight b | l

Independent Exploration: Independent activity at your leisure. Enjoy dinner at one of the many restaurants

Excursion: Palace and Park of Versailles;
Accommodations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arrival</th>
<th>Departure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day 1</td>
<td>Day 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 nights</td>
<td>9 nights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel</td>
<td>Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Hyatt Regency</td>
<td>Paris Marriott Thalasso</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sept. 2 – 12, 2015

Accommodations: 10 nights in Paris, on the date site axial Paris Bercy Village.

Meals: 10 full meals at meals, in addition normal meals, including 8 breakfasts, one lunch and three dinners. The cost of meals includes all meals, and you will have three meals at a different time with delicious local options for free time or to local cultures independently.


- Several urban areas in Paris, including the heart of the city, the Louvre Museum, and the Notre Dame Cathedral.

Transportation: All-inclusive transportation to and from CDG Paris Charles de Gaulle and Orly airports. 

Fully- inclusive accommodations in Paris for the duration of the tour.

AHI Travel’s exclusive concierge services to ensure a worry-free and enjoyable experience.

A word about your tour operator: AHI Travel is here to ensure you have a worry-free and enjoyable experience. We are committed to providing the highest level of service in every aspect of your trip.

AHI Travel provides an exceptional travel value.

In AHI Travel’s care, you can rely on:
- Experienced travel directors who attend to every detail of your journey.
- Safety and security.
- Experieced travel directors who possess authoritative knowledge of the region.
- The Louvre Museum, the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe, and much more.
- Your own journey.

AHI FLEXAIR
Sept. 1 – 2, 2015

This trip combines the security, ease and value of group travel with the flexibility and personalization of a private tour. The trip can be customized to your needs, and dates can be confirmed within 30 days of arrival. The trip is flexible and can be adapted to your needs.

Accommodations: 2 nights in Paris, on the date site axial Paris Bercy Village.

Meals: 4 full meals at meals, including 3 breakfasts and one dinner.

Transportation: All-inclusive transportation to and from CDG Paris Charles de Gaulle and Orly airports.

Fully- inclusive accommodations in Paris for the duration of the tour.

AHI Travel’s exclusive concierge services to ensure a worry-free and enjoyable experience.

A word about your tour operator: AHI Travel is here to ensure you have a worry-free and enjoyable experience. We are committed to providing the highest level of service in every aspect of your trip.

AHI Travel provides an exceptional travel value.

In AHI Travel’s care, you can rely on:
- Experienced travel directors who attend to every detail of your journey.
- Safety and security.
- Experieced travel directors who possess authoritative knowledge of the region.
- The Louvre Museum, the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe, and much more.
- Your own journey.

AHI FLEXAIR
Sept. 1 – 2, 2015

This trip combines the security, ease and value of group travel with the flexibility and personalization of a private tour. The trip can be customized to your needs, and dates can be confirmed within 30 days of arrival. The trip is flexible and can be adapted to your needs.

Accommodations: 2 nights in Paris, on the date site axial Paris Bercy Village.

Meals: 4 full meals at meals, including 3 breakfasts and one dinner.

Transportation: All-inclusive transportation to and from CDG Paris Charles de Gaulle and Orly airports.

Fully- inclusive accommodations in Paris for the duration of the tour.

AHI Travel’s exclusive concierge services to ensure a worry-free and enjoyable experience.

A word about your tour operator: AHI Travel is here to ensure you have a worry-free and enjoyable experience. We are committed to providing the highest level of service in every aspect of your trip.

AHI Travel provides an exceptional travel value.

In AHI Travel’s care, you can rely on:
- Experienced travel directors who attend to every detail of your journey.
- Safety and security.
- Experieced travel directors who possess authoritative knowledge of the region.
- The Louvre Museum, the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe, and much more.
- Your own journey.
Dear UCLA Alumni and Friends,

Please join us for a trip to Paris as we celebrate the beauty of the City of Light, and of life. This program allows you to view the Eiffel Tower and enjoy the vibrant culture of Paris. You will also have the opportunity to visit Versailles and Normandy, experiencing the history and beauty of France.

**Accommodations**
- 10 nights in a 4-star hotel in the heart of Paris
- 3-star hotel in Normandy

**Meals**
- 10 breakfasts, 1 lunch, and 3 dinners

**Transportation**
- All land transfers and flights
- Airfares with taxes included

**Inclusions**
- Airport transfers
- Hotel transfers
- All meals except dinner on Day 1
- Professional guide on Day 2

**Departure Dates**
- Sept. 18, 2015
- Sept. 25, 2015
- Oct. 2, 2015

**Cancellations**
- Cancellation up to 120 days prior to departure will result in a $500 cancellation fee per person.
- Cancellation from 119 to 76 days prior to departure will result in a $1000 cancellation fee per person.
- Cancellation from 75 to 46 days prior to departure will result in a $1500 cancellation fee per person.
- Cancellation from 45 to 13 days prior to departure will result in a $2000 cancellation fee per person.
- Cancellation from 12 days to the day of departure will result in a $2500 cancellation fee per person.

**Price**
- $3,895 per person (based on double occupancy)

**Single Supplement**
- Studio Apartment: $995
- One-Bedroom Apartment: $1,495

**Additional Inclusions**
- Roundtrip airfare with taxes and fees included
- Hotel transfers
- Professional guide

**Exclusions**
- Domestic airfares
- Hotel transfers
- All meals except breakfast on Day 1
- Personal expenses

**For More Information**
Please call or refer to our website for the most current information.

**Join Us for a Trip to Paris!**

A view of the Eiffel Tower from the Pont Neuf.

**TRAVELER RATES**

**PARTICIPATING AIRLINES**

**Contact Us**

**For more information or to make a reservation, please call 310-206-0613 or visit travel.alumni.ucla.edu.**

**Limited Space Available**

**For a more detailed itinerary, please visit our website at travel.alumni.ucla.edu.**

**AHI FLEXAIR**

Sept. 1-2, 2015

This special FlexAir program allows you to select your flights, hotel dates, and choice of service at each stop, enabling you to customize your travel experience. You can select your flights, routing, class of service and dates of travel in consultation with one of our travel planners. This program is ideal for those who want to transfer independently at each stop. You should fly in and out of Paris, France. Additional airfares are available for travel to and from Paris. AHI Travel will provide you with all of the details you need to guarantee your safe journey. Be sure to allow for enough time to en route to the airport in the case of schedule changes or delays that may impact your travel plans.

**Housing and Lodging**

All hotels are hotels, unless otherwise noted. Your hotel is listed as either a 4-star or 3-star hotel, or self-contained accommodation. You will receive a hotel confirmation letter prior to your departure. In case of cancellations, your refund will be based on our receipt of the hotel confirmation letter.

**Meal Plan**

All breakfasts and 3 dinners are included. You will be responsible for any additional meals.

**CANCELLATION POLICIES**

- Cancellation up to 120 days prior to departure will result in a $350 cancellation fee per person.
- Cancellation from 119 to 76 days prior to departure will result in a $700 cancellation fee per person.
- Cancellation from 75 to 46 days prior to departure will result in a $1,050 cancellation fee per person.
- Cancellation from 45 to 13 days prior to departure will result in a $1,600 cancellation fee per person.
- Cancellation from 12 days to the day of departure will result in a $2,150 cancellation fee per person.

**Price**

- $3,895 per person

**Single Supplement**

- Studio Apartment: $995
- One-Bedroom Apartment: $1,495

**Inclusions**

- Airport transfers
- Hotel transfers
- Professional guide

**Exclusions**

- Personal expenses
- Domestic airfares
- Hotel transfers
- All meals except breakfast on Day 1

**For More Information**

Please call or refer to our website for the most current information.

**AHI Travel**

www.ahitravel.com

**FOUR SPECIAL GUESTS**

- Thomas Jefferson, 1950
- Harry Truman, 1964
- John F. Kennedy, 1964
- Philippe Pétain, 1950

**SPECIAL APPROVALS**

- Authorization was not required for this program.

**Fees**

- $350 per person

**Barclays Bank**

Barclays Bank has sponsored this program, providing you with the opportunity to purchase travel insurance for your trip. Travel insurance is highly recommended for your peace of mind.

**Additional Features**

- Personal VOX listening devices
- Transportation to and from the airport
- Rest and relaxation

**Exclusions**

- VOTEs
- Special promotions
- All meals except breakfast on Day 1
- Personal expenses

**For More Information or to make a reservation, please call 310-206-0613 or visit travel.alumni.ucla.edu.**

**Limited Space Available**

**For a more detailed itinerary, please visit our website at travel.alumni.ucla.edu.**

**AHI FLEXAIR**

Sept. 1-2, 2015

This special FlexAir program allows you to select your flights, hotel dates, and choice of service at each stop, enabling you to customize your travel experience. You can select your flights, routing, class of service and dates of travel in consultation with one of our travel planners. This program is ideal for those who want to transfer independently at each stop. You should fly in and out of Paris, France. Additional airfares are available for travel to and from Paris. AHI Travel will provide you with all of the details you need to guarantee your safe journey. Be sure to allow for enough time to en route to the airport in the case of schedule changes or delays that may impact your travel plans.

**Housing and Lodging**

All hotels are hotels, unless otherwise noted. Your hotel is listed as either a 4-star or 3-star hotel, or self-contained accommodation. You will receive a hotel confirmation letter prior to your departure. In case of cancellations, your refund will be based on our receipt of the hotel confirmation letter.

**Meal Plan**

All breakfasts and 3 dinners are included. You will be responsible for any additional meals.

**CANCELLATION POLICIES**

- Cancellation up to 120 days prior to departure will result in a $350 cancellation fee per person.
- Cancellation from 119 to 76 days prior to departure will result in a $700 cancellation fee per person.
- Cancellation from 75 to 46 days prior to departure will result in a $1,050 cancellation fee per person.
- Cancellation from 45 to 13 days prior to departure will result in a $1,600 cancellation fee per person.
- Cancellation from 12 days to the day of departure will result in a $2,150 cancellation fee per person.

**Price**

- $3,895 per person

**Single Supplement**

- Studio Apartment: $995
- One-Bedroom Apartment: $1,495

**Inclusions**

- Airport transfers
- Hotel transfers
- Professional guide

**Exclusions**

- Personal expenses
- Domestic airfares
- Hotel transfers
- All meals except breakfast on Day 1

**For More Information**

Please call or refer to our website for the most current information.

**AHI Travel**

www.ahitravel.com

**FOUR SPECIAL GUESTS**

- Thomas Jefferson, 1950
- Harry Truman, 1964
- John F. Kennedy, 1964
- Philippe Pétain, 1950

**SPECIAL APPROVALS**

- Authorization was not required for this program.

**Fees**

- $350 per person

**Barclays Bank**

Barclays Bank has sponsored this program, providing you with the opportunity to purchase travel insurance for your trip. Travel insurance is highly recommended for your peace of mind.

**Additional Features**

- Personal VOX listening devices
- Transportation to and from the airport
- Rest and relaxation

**Exclusions**

- VOTEs
- Special promotions
- All meals except breakfast on Day 1
- Personal expenses

**For More Information or to make a reservation, please call 310-206-0613 or visit travel.alumni.ucla.edu.**

**Limited Space Available**

**For a more detailed itinerary, please visit our website at travel.alumni.ucla.edu.**
In a country where you might be expected to converse in English, you are assured of knowledgeable guides who possess authoritative knowledge of the language and its culture. It would be impossible for an American to compete with the expertise of local guides who attend to every detail of your journey.

Please call or refer to our 
please call travel.alumni@ucla.edu (310) 206-0612 or 
http://travel.alumni.ucla.edu

Welcome to France. An expert-led voyage into the heart of the country’s culture begins in Paris, the artistic capital of Europe. The trip continues south through the Burgundy region to the picturesque town of Beaune, before traveling to the romantic Loire Valley and the charming city of Tours.

Your Tour Operator

AHI is the premier operator of deluxe travel programs sponsored by UCLA Alumni. Our personalized air program allows you to bypass long lines with a invaluable Museum Pass. It would be impossible for an American to compete with the expertise of local guides who attend to every detail of your journey.

AHI FlexAir

Sept. 1-12, 2015

Travelers who leave home or the office at 7:00 AM and arrive at their hotel or the airport at 7:00 PM can fly the hours between, safe and sound, in the company of a professional and courteous driver. AHI FlexAir is the cost-effective alternative to air travel. It gives travelers the convenience of being able to travel at any time of day, and is an ideal way to get to France. AHI FlexAir offers travelers a seat for as little as $350 per person, and includes transfers between the airport and hotel.

D女の Departure City

Discover

Carriers

©2014 AHI Travel Printed in the USA.

Ohio Seller of Travel Reg. No. 8889139.

AN APPLICATION WILL BE SENT AFTER YOU RESERVE. All cancellations for any reason whatsoever will be subject to a $350 cancellation fee. CANCELLATION penalties incurred as a result of program cancellation and/or fare adjustments may be used, in which case penalties of as much as 100% may be assessed. VARIATIONS TO THE GROUP ITINERARY MUST BE approved by AHI International prior to departure. Travel insurance and all items of a strictly personal nature. NOT INCLUDED in the Land Program itinerary.

Special savings for UCLA Alumni members, allow you to secure your flight. Traveling the round trip, out of the country, with one of our experienced Passage Image Representatives at the airport, enjoying a catered lunch at a visit to a museum or other site of cultural significance, and of course, the foreign language available. In this case, air travel will be included in the air- and departures to France. AHI FlexAir will provide you all of the details you need to guarantee your travel plan. AHI FlexAir is an ideal way to get to France. AHI FlexAir offers travelers a seat for as little as $350 per person, and includes transfers between the airport and hotel.

Please call travel.alumni@ucla.edu (310) 206-0612 or http://travel.alumni.ucla.edu

Full Price Special Savings $4,145 $250

B1 — One-Bedroom Apartment

Day 3 — Paris — Louvre, Château de Versailles, Montmartre, the Latin Quarter, the Musée d’Orsay, St. Louis Island, Notre-Dame, the Ile de la Cité.

Day 4 — Paris — Guided tour of central Paris, including the Champs-Élysées, Arc de Triomphe, the Eiffel Tower, the Trocadéro, Notre-Dame, Latin Quarter, Ile de la Cité.

Day 5 — Paris — Excursion to Chartres, one of the world’s most magnificent cathedrals, and the Palace of Versailles.

Day 6 — Paris — Half-day tour of the Ile de France and a tour of the City of Light.

Day 7 — Paris — Willow Creek Winery.

Day 8 — Paris — Guided tour of the City of Light.

Day 9 — Paris — Willow Creek Winery.

Day 10 — Paris — Half-day tour of the Ile de France

Day 11 — Paris — Guided tour of the City of Light.

Day 12 — Departure

Note: Itinerary may change due to local circumstances and industrial action.